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TRANSIT BUS TIRE SURVEY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Prepared by:

CTA Internal Audit

December, 1979

INTRODUCTION

A survey of the procurement practices in the public transit industry was conducted by the Chicago

Transit Authority under the auspices of the American Public Transit Association.

The purpose of the survey was to catalogue current practices, i.e., lease vs. purchase decisions,

the nature of lease and purchase agreements, types and sizes of tires, pricing characteristics and

rates, etc.

Survey forms designed by CTA were mailed to 238 transit properties. Completed questionnaires

were received from 93 properties, or a 39% response. The dissimilarity between properties and

locations in tire type, size, procurement practices, tire usage and wear preclude any conclusions

or recommendations for contractual relationship or cost comparisons.

The survey report, therefore, contains a compilation of data gathered from responses. Every

effort was made to present the data in a straightforward manner, spelling out for the reader all

options, procedures, etc. so that a property could extract therefrom data enabling it to determine

those features of existing arrangements most suitable and beneficial to its needs and circumstances.

TIRE LEASING CONTRACTS

Most leasing contracts provide the arrangement for the transit property to pay for the use of the

tire at a given rate per bus mile. The rate is derivative of an agreed base rate determined by tire

size, material compositions, etc. plus a rate factor adjustment for the changes in the cost of rubber,

nylon and manufacturing wage rates and maintenance and service standards.

The majority of contracts also contain a provision allowing a reduced rate for miles exceeding an

agreed bonus mileage level.

PURCHASING ARRANGEMENTS

Purchasing arrangements are straightforward. The tires are bought outright generally included in

the purchase of new buses with no service arrangement and tires are replaced when needed.

OBSERVATIONS

Of respondents, 82% lease all tires and most often cite costs as being the reason. While analysis

of the responses could not prove whether leasing or purchasing is cheaper, many properties believe

that leasing is cheaper. A factor favoring leasing is the avoidance of large outlay of capital funds

to purchase. Convenience provided by the manufacturer in inventorying, service, tire replacement

and administering the program is also in favor of leasing.

APPENDICES

Detailed survey results are included in the report.
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IIMTRODUCTIOIM

The American Public Transit Association (APTA), with the assistance of the Chicago

Transit Authority (CTA), conducted a survey of APTA's membership in 1978 to update their

knowledge of industry tire procurement practices. Survey forms were mailed to 238 of APTA's

transit property members. The 93 returned questionnaires indicated that most transit properties

(76) lease their tires, that 10 properties both lease and purchase, and that only 7 rely exclusively

on direct purchase for tire procurement. Because of the complexity of tire leasing and purchasing

arrangements, including the number of types and sizes of tires available, the differences between

service agreements, and the various factors which contribute to tire wear, it was not possible to

make any conclusive cost comparisons, but much other useful information was obtained. This

report attempts to provide a description of current tire procurement procedures for the use of

transit management.

This report is divided into three sections. The first section describes previous studies of

tire utilization and the procedures used in the 1978 APTA/CTA survey.* The second section

presents an explanation of several different tire leasing and purchasing agreements which were

identified in the course of the study. The final section contains some observations that may be of

use to transit operators in evaluating their tire procurement procedures.

A copy of the APTA/CTA questionnaire Is presented in Appendix A and the results of the survey are tabulated in Appendices
B and C.



Notes:



SURVEYS OF TIRE PROCUREMENT AND PERFORMANCE

This section describes previous transit tire studies and the nnethodology of the 1978
APTA/CTA study.

1967 ATA Tire Survey . In 1967, APTA's predecessor, the American Transit Association (ATA)
conducted a survey of 52 transit properties to collect information on base mileage rates and bonus
rates, service contract provisions, and average mileage achieved. Cost comparisons were not feasible

from the ATA data because tire descriptions were limited to manufacturer's name and tire size and
because many tire contracts specify a single rate for a mix of different tire sizes and types.

1973 ATA Tire Mileage Survey . In 1973, ATA surveyed 25 properties to determine average tire

mileage and to solicit reasons for declining average mileage. The survey (ATA, 1973) documented
the downward trend in mileage and indicated that the following factors were plausible explanations

for the decline:

Increased bus weight (due to air conditioning, increased loading, and/or larger

engines);

Increased amount of debris in streets and poor conditions of street surface;

Higher speeds on expressways;

More stop and go driving;

Quicker powersteering (which causes "scuffing" of treads).

1978 APTA/CTA Survey . In early 1978 APTA prepared two survey forms to solicit information

about the cost of tires for transit buses. One form dealt with leased tires and the other with pur-

chased tires (copies of the two survey forms are presented in Appendix A-1 and A-2). The survey

forms were designed to provide the following information:

1

.

The method of procurement (whether the property leases or buys tires);

2. The manufacturer, size and description of tire;

3. The contract provisions (for leased tires); and

4. The cost of the tires.

In July of 1978, APTA distributed the two survey forms to their transit members (238 properties)

asking each system to return the completed survey to the CTA who, with the aid of the School of

Urban Sciences at the University of Illinois Chicago Circle, analyzed the information and prepared
this report.

Of the properties contacted, 93 returned completed survey forms. The 11 largest properties were
included among the respondents. Only about half of the 93 contained information that was com-
plete enough to be useful for comparative purposes. The most common problem was incomplete
descriptions of the tire.

After the responses on the returned surveys were tabulated, selected properties were contacted

- 1 -



by telephone to obtain additional information. James Sharpless of Goodyear Tire and Rubber

Company was also contacted to clarify points of ambiguity concerning both tires and contracts.

Despite the telephone follow-up procedure, comparisons between leasing contracts were not possi-

ble because there were no two properties with the same tire or mixture of tire types and sizes and

the same service agreements.

As in the 1967 ATA survey, it was found that many of the properties lease several different types

and/or sizes but pay one leasing rate for the combination, making it impossible to determine what

they pay for a particular tire. (Table 1 shows the tires and some of the options available from

Goodyear alone). Furthermore, comparisons between leased and purchased tires were not possi-

ble because no tire was procured by both lease and purchase under arrangements permitting the

determination of unique lease and purchase prices.

TABLE 1

Bus Tires Available from Goodyear

TYPES OF TIRES*



TIRE LEASING CONTRACTS AND PURCHASING AGREEMENTS

This section describes typical tire leasing and purchasing arrangements and sumnnarizes

information from the APTA/CTA surveys and follow-up telephone interviews.

Typical Tire Lease Contract . Under leasing arrangements, the transit property pays for the use of

tires at a given rate per bus mile. A typical contract for the leasing of bus tires includes some or

all of the following elements:

• base rate

• escalation clause

• bonus rate

• service agreement

Base Rate. The base rate is the charge per bus mile that the bus property pays to the tire supplier.

The rate applies to all six tires mounted on the transit vehicle. Tire manufacturers determine the

appropriate base rate for a given transit property from previous experience with the particular

bus in use in similar cities and transit systems and from conversations about previous experience
of the property with tire wear. When a new bus is designed, the tire manufacturers have to es-

timate how fast the tires will wear and have taken large losses in some cases until there is enough
experience to determine fair rates (Sharpless, 1979).

While it is difficult to compare base rates because few or no contracts are equivalent, it should
also be realized that even among contracts that appear equivalent, base rates might legitimately

differ by a considerable amount because tires will wear at different rates in different bus systems
for the following reasons:

1. Buses differ in size or weight.

2. Buses have different steering and braking systems.

3. Some bus systems have higher load factors.

4. Pavement condition and material vary from city to city.

5. Driving conditions may require higher speeds or more stop and go driving.

6. Quality of maintenance may differ between properties.

7. Weather conditions may differ.

Escalation Clause. All contracts include a method to adjust the base rate every six months for

increases (or decreases) in the cost of manufacturing tires. Three indices are used to determine
changes in manufacturing costs: the price of rubber, the price of nylon yarn, and wage rates.

Five escalation formulas were provided with the returned survey (four from Goodyear contracts
and one from a Firestone contract). Three were from contracts written in 1977 or earlier and
took the following form:
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B = B+[(R-RI) (R )] + [(N-NI) (N )] +{BMF (W-Wlj]Ac p P m
where B = actual base rate to be used

A

8 = base rate given in contract
c

R = average daily closing spot market price * for rubber for previous six months.

/?/ = index price of rubber given in contract)

R = percentage of cost determined by price of rubber (given in contract)

P

N = average cost of nylon yarn for previous six months.

Nl = index price of nylon yarn (given in contract)

N = percentage of cost determined by nylon yarn (given in contract)

P

BMF = bus mile factor (given in contract)

AM = average mileage of tires permanently removed from service in previous six

months.

W = average hourly wage rate of manufacturers factory employees for previous

six months.

W/ = index wage (given in contract)

In this form, increases in the base rate are determined by changes in the price of rubber and nylon,

the wage rate, and average tire mileage. The actual parameters given in the three contracts cannot

be compared because the contracts are from widely different years.

The last two escalation formulas were from contracts written in 1978 and took the form:

B = B -> l(R-RI) (R )'] + [(N-NI) (N )'] + [(W-WIJ (W >/]Ac p p p

where ^ ~ percentage of cost determined by average hourly wage rate (given in contract)

In this form, increases in the base rate are determined by changes in the price of rubber and nylon

and the wage rate; changes in average mileage do not have any effect on the base rate.

One point should be made about the escalation process: the cost of manufacturing the tire depends

on when it is manufactured and is determined prior to the leasing of the tire to the bus property.

On the surface this would seem to indicate that escalating the leasing rate provides the tire manu-

facturer with more than a fair profit, but it should be kept in mind that the tire manufacturer is

continuously putting new tires into the property's inventory. Further, as money decreases in value

due to inflation, money paid a year or two after the tire was manufactured is worth less than when
the tire was new. Cost analyses should therefore consider the value of the entire tire inventory

as opposed to the original price of the individual tire for which charges are computed.

* The daily closing spot market price is the actual price paid at the end of the day on the Commodity Exchange in New York

City per pound of smoked rubber sheets.
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Bonus Rate. Bonus rate agreements are optional. In simplified form, lease agreements provide

that the base rate will be charged for all tire mileage up to a specified mileage (called the bonus

point mileage) and that half the base rate will be charged for mileage above the bonus point mile-

age. Operationally, the base rate is charged for all tire mileage until the tire is removed from service-

at which time the tire supplier provides a credit for all average mileage above the bonus point

mileage. If a tire is removed from service before the bonus point mileage is reached, miles short

of the bonus point are applied against bonus miles on other tires. If the average of all tires removed

exceeds the bonus mileage, the property pays for the additional mileage at 50% of the base rate.

If a tire must be removed from service due to accidental damage, improper use or negligence, the

property is responsible for paying the full rate for unused miles up to the established bonus point

mileage.

In the telephone follow-up, several properties reported that they had discontinued the bonus rate

provision because for the last several years their average mileage was falling short of the bonus point

mileage. The returned surveys also showed that average mileages are frequently below bonus
point mileages (see Appendix B). Goodyear, however, prefers a contract with a bonus point agree-

ment since it is then more likely that they will recoup the full cost of the tires and because the

bonus point agreement provides an incentive to the bus property to provide good tire maintenance

which benefits both the property and the manufacturers (Sharpless, 1979).

Service Agreement. The service agreement specifies minimum standards of maintenance that the

bus property must perform and services to be provided by the tire supplier. Agreements range

from those where the tire supplier performs no maintenance at all to those where the tire supplier

performs all tire maintenance short of road calls (including rotating/balancing of tires and brake

adjustments). If the supplier does provide service, there is an additional charge for this service

over the base rate. We have been informed that the Federal Trade Commission, since July, 1971,

has required all contracts by any supplier leasing and servicing mileage tires to show separately a

tire and a service rate. Therefore, the service rate should not be included as a part of a base rate

where service is provided.

Purchasing Arrangements. Purchasing arrangements are straightforward. The property pays a given

rate per tire, or when the tires are purchased with a new bus, the tires may be included in the bus
price. The tire supplier does not provide maintenance for tires which are purchased, but the main-
tenance of tires that are purchased with new buses is sometimes included in service agreements for

leased tires.



OBSERVATIONS

Leasing vs. Purchasing. Table 2 summarizes the range of leasing or purchasing arrangements of the
transit properties which responded to the survey. As can be seen, the majority of the properties
lease their tires. Although a small number indicate that they purchase, it is apparent that only one
property is dedicated to this method.

TABLE 2
Summary of Tire Procurement Arrangements



TABLE 3
Reasons Given for Leasing Tires

Cost and availability of funds



3. Regrooved tires make drivers and passengers feel safer.

Reasons given for not regrooving tires include:

1. Regrooving costs money

2. Regrooving shortens tire life since it reduces useable rubber

3. A smooth tire performs better on dry pavement than a regrooved tire

4. A smooth tire is as safe as a regrooved tire at City Transit speeds. A bus with

smooth rear tires can be stopped in no greater distance than one with regrooved

tires. There is some evidence that a bus with new tires has a shorter stopping dis-

tance, but only for the first few hundred miles. Stopping distances of buses with

speeds to 40 MPH are much more seriously affected by pavement surface than by

amount of tread grooves.

5. No material effect in performance is detected in buses on which tires have been

regrooved.

REFERENCES

ATA (1967), Photostat of Questionnaire on Tires and Tabulation of Responses

ATA (1973), "Summary of Questionnaire: 'Reasons for Decreasing Tire Mileage'," from John B.

Schnell, Director of Research, American Transit Association, April 1. 1973

Sharpless, James (1979) Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, telephone conver-

sation. May 24, 1979
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY FORMS
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF SURVEYS

FOR

LEASED TIRES

Abbreviations List

N.A.
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APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF SURVEYS

FOR

PURCHASED TIRES

Abbreviations List

N.A.
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